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Yeah, you've found me in a good mood ya little
bastard's.

(Chorus)
My grandma told me do not take shit
from anybody in this mother fucking bitch see
my grandma told me never never never take no shit
especially that shark in the dark
cause that shark in the dark can suck my (watch yo
mouth)

(Chorus)
My grandma told me never never ever ever take no shit
and that's probably why my grandpa hides
but my grandmas why heart won't quit.

My dad taught me how to handle the riff raff
and mum bought me paint first time I did graf
one time for the fan that you got
my granny got a gun and never ran from the cops
so I stand on this rock with a Zen mentality
and drift this bitch til we bend reality
my blood lines bangs when I handle the beat
so don't bark up my family tree
I say what you think but I'm not a mind reader
I'm good to my girl but I wear a wife beater
happy as fuck when I rap with my cuz
if your battling him then our battling us
a world full on wolfs who's the leader of the pack
when they teach you how to act try to keep you in a trap
conditioned til your blue in the face so take it from rage
I won't do what they say because .

(Chorus)
My grandma told me never never never take no shit
especially that shark in the dark
cause that shark in the dark can suck my (watch ya
mouth)
my grandma told never never ever ever take no shit
and that's probably why my grandpa hides
but my grandma's why my heart won't quit.
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Just bob like your mad omarly
and I finally got a job to get my dad that Harley
though its hardly a job cause the 2 forms refuses
I'm a uncle now with a new born nephew
flowers grew ground broke with the buzz
jam with my fans sound voce my cuz
we don't say it enough so from all of my band
I'ma take a sec to give it up to all of my fans.

I'll just stand in the kitchen with a plan and a vision
I'm a man on a mission with my folk on a Friday
soaking the light rays Carolina blue sky
coast on the highway.

On track, fired up and steam powered
never listen to the dream doubters
and the bean counters join the
mental consequential phone writer
lift the island up like a continental bon fire

(Chorus)
My grandma told me never never never take no shit
especially that shark in the dark
cause that shark in the dark can suck my (watch ya
mouth)
my grandma told never never ever ever take no shit
and that's probably why my grandpa hides
but my grandma's why my heart won't quit.
26th of March the vision is bliss
isn't 5:55 on the 5th of the 5th
Eso boppin in new year's flippin the script
its just 380 babies that chillin the crib
we're not giving a shit so respect your elder
the proofs in the pudding that protects and shelters
so tell this to the rock in your way
I don't budge mate you aint got what it takes
Got tinker bells magic dust and I'm saddled up
down at the gym rattled up in a cattle truck
paint those pics with the pallet of a dreamer
make those sick and rally the arena
take no shit we were revved up from the start
to the sleepers we were the bed bugs in the dark
in this pool wont shed blood for the sharks
the best drug is the head rush from the art
I remember when grandma would make the meals
my uncle didn't like bikes with training wheels
and me and mum would work the local markets
for tax free cash with a back scene dad which
makes me the man of the house with a girl
and a Great Dane hand me the crown
(Load up the 22)



That's granny in a chair put your hands in the air for
this family affair because

(Chorus)
My grandma told me never never never take no shit
especially that shark in the dark
cause that shark in the dark can suck my (watch ya
mouth)
my grandma told never never ever ever take no shit
and that's probably why my grandpa hides
but my grandma's why my heart won't quit.
My grandma told me never never never take no shit
especially that shark in the dark
cause that shark in the dark can suck my (watch ya
mouth)
my grandma told never never ever ever take no shit
and that's probably why my grandpa hides
but my grandma's why my heart won't quit.
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